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SUMMARY
The goal of the graduation studio has been to combine three controversial spheres in a single design
proposal; Architecture, Brand & Sustainability. The
project will result in a cohesion, representing each
of the terms in a developed concept.
The context of the project is the metropolis; the
stage and natural habitat of an international brand.
It is the place where it represents itself to the
more and more international orientated society.
Metropolises on the other hand suﬀers from many
dangers created by the act of human beings. The
natural environment is transformed into a manmade landscape orientated on generating money
and oﬀering services. The liveability tends to be
neglected whereas this is not a direct source for
money. It is a challenge to create a brand building
that actually contributes to the liveability in the city
while representing and generating money. In this
case branding can expand itself by oﬀering a more
meaningful addition to the public realm of the city.
Worldwide there are many metropolises. Focussing on Europe oﬀers a few possibilities; London,
Istanbul, Moscow, Berlin & Paris. Our study trip
took us to Istanbul & London, oﬀering us a good
impression of how daily life takes place in a high
density context. Both cities left us with a strong
impression. In these cities the variety of activities
and networks is endless, just like the variety of
buildings and their owners/ brands. After the study
trip the decision had to be made in witch context
the brand building would be positioned. The decision fell upon Istanbul, being a very lively and social
diverse city dealing with many problems created
by the intense growth of this Turkish super-spot.
Commerce is very tangible in this city occupying
every spot. One of the most impressive commercial hotspots is the centuries old Istiklal Caddesi,
a street famous for its prestigious buildings and
thereby representatives occupying them. Here a
story started to unfold.
Clothing
Turkey is famous for many resources and products.
It has been and still is a signiﬁcant role-player in the
clothing and garment industry. This is visible in the
amount of clothing related businesses in Istanbul. This seemed to be a good theme to continue
upon because of its debatable and unsustainable
business model. The clothing industry seemed to
be transformed from a quality- to a quantity-driven
business. This change had some mayor consequences for both the environment and the working
conditions of employees in the industry.

H&M
One of these multinational fashion ﬁrms is H&M.
A ﬁrm with its roots in Sweden, that manages to
grow until over more than 3900 stores worldwide.
H&M states that sustainability is high on the agenda, and they send out an annual report proclaiming
this. In general there is a lot wrong with this industry and a lot of these problems are not solvable with a building in Istanbul. Nevertheless the
building could emphasise on sustainable shopping
behaviour and present this as an attractive way of
acting for consumers.
The H&M stores are visually dominant, most of the
time positioned on the hotspots of the city occupying a possible extend of the public space, as in the
situation of Istanbul with the H&M on the Istiklal
Caddesi.
The exterior of their stores is adapted to the local
context, whereas the interior is repetitive in every
store. You will not notice whether you are in the
H&M in Istanbul or in London. The H&M store is
a world on itself, all the attention needs to go to
the clothes itself. So, while shopping on the Istiklal
Caddesi, one of the most impressive and fascinating spots of Istanbul, the only thing that will be
experienced is a generic interior repeated all over
the world. It doesn’t show any relation to Istanbul
and as a consequence detaches the consumer from
its actual place. By relating the design of the store
more to its location the shopping experience and
the store can become a more integrated element in
the public network and can address services/facilities and experiences ﬁtting in the urban network.
Relocating
The Istiklal Caddesi, the current street of the H&M,
is detached from the surrounding areas of the city
centre, standing just outside this street oﬀers a
view all over Istanbul. One open space stands out
because of its size and its location just next to the
ring road, oﬀering an overview of the old neighbourhoods, the Bosporus and the Asian side.
This location potentially could connect multiple areas, as a consequence the ﬂow of people can come
in contact with the new H&M. From the Istiklal Caddesi this plot is very well accessible by a passage,
the tower upon this passage serves as a landmark
for this connection.
The location of the building is treated as an extend
of the public space being in symbiosis with the
commercial service of H&M. As there is a lack of
green space in the area, this plot will fulﬁl the lack
of nature that directly contributes to human well
being and the production of clean and cooled air.
Cool air in the response to the warm climate of the
inner city of Istanbul.
Content
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INTRODUCTION

The graduation studio phrased; ‘Architecture, Brand &
Sustainability’ is about navigating through controversies. The challenge is to overcome narrow interpretations of sustainability within architecture. This should
result in a concept of sustainability into architecture
in a more meaningful and comprehensive way. The
comprehensive and visionary approach to sustainability will be realised within the context of an innovative
and compelling design of a brand building.
The brand building will be designed for H&M in the
fast growing metropolis of Istanbul. Istanbul is in demand for sustainability and on the other hand provides
an exciting context. The design will result in a representative and iconic brand space.
The key question in this project is how our speciﬁc interpretations of sustainability for the brand, program
and site will ﬁnd their way into building space, form
and materiality – and thus into architectural perception.
The speciﬁc research question is: How can a new approach in shopping being designed in a special brand
building for H&M while incorporating the desire for
nature as a central design element?
The research question is focused on H&M with its desire to become the forerunner concerning sustainbility
in the industry and in the operation of their stores.
The book will start with a reﬂection to research conducted about branding & sustainability, further on it
will provide an insight in the design process and the
closing piece will be the ﬁnal result of the design.
Introduction
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Fig. 1.1 Istanbul
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INITIAL RESEARCH
1.1 IMPORTANCE OF A SUSTAINABILITY MIND-SET
The graduation project started with research on sustainability, speciﬁcally
sustainability related to the practice of architecture. There are many diﬀerent
ways how to integrate sustainability in architecture, on the other hand there
seems to be a general consensus about the meaning and relevance of sustainability in this profession.
An outline from the Initial research:
Sustainability is deﬁned as “development which meets the needs of
the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet
their own needs” (Bruntland, 1987).
On the other hand architecture is oﬀering the security and shelter which meets
the primary needs of human beings. However, Peter Graham (2003) estimates
that building environment consumption includes 3 billion tons of raw materials
per year, as well as a large amount of energy generated from fossil fuels, which
produces waste too. Since architecture causes a lot of environmental problems, more and more architects are trying to address “sustainability” in their
projects. The approaches towards sustainability in architecture typically take
diﬀerent pathways to meet particular goals. Under these circumstances, “sustainability […] has come to stand for everything and nothing” (Crysler, Cairns,
& Heynen, 2012, p. 27).
During the research we tried to narrow down the subject and to extract the
best approach to integrate this theme in the design process. First it is good to
deﬁne what the problems are, deﬁne who will beneﬁt, and for who to whom
these problems has to be seen. These questions will be related to the context
of the design. The theme sustainability is too broad to focus on more than the
context, ending up with a desired heterogeneous solution is in that case unattainable. Sustainability requests for an conceptual and pragmatic approach, it
seems to manifest itself best when it becomes project speciﬁc.
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1.2 CONTROVERSIES BETWEEN SUSTAINABILITY & ARCHITECTURE
The presence of sustainability in architecture has aesthetic consequences.
There are many diﬀerent ways how sustainability is expressed in architecture,
so ﬁnding the right balance and appearance is a signiﬁcant part in design process.
Research
Studio members researched this topic and they state that sustainability of a
building is deﬁned by the relationship between the building design and current
environmental conditions. When this is a successful relationship it will be an
everlasting one. The aesthetics of a sustainable building addresses the visual
expression of this relationship. On the other hand, how this expression is perceived by the spectators is dependent on the interpretation of our senses and
therefore subjective.
To understand this it helps to analyse a building on key elements that are
deployed to evoke a sustained relationship between building, design and environment. These visual elements can be recognized when viewing the building
and are traceable as conditions set in the design process. Therefore these key
elements determine the actual architecture to a great extent. For an expert
this track is recognizable, for an unskilled person the interpretation depends
on its personal background.
Studio members researched four selected cases that were promoted as
exemplar projects of sustainability, and put the question: what are the unique
architectural design elements (as enactments of sustainability) through which
individual buildings are brought into perception processes?’
The four cases all express the relationship between design and environmental
conditions, but have diﬀerent approaches in manifesting that relationship. The
visual elements are determined by speciﬁc conditions regarding its location,
the time and their function. These conditions resulted in various visual expressions, such as passive design elements, use of a speciﬁc material, expressing
an ideology, using modern technologies or returning to primitive sources and
techniques making diﬀerent design tools mutually beneﬁcial, and thereby creating space with speciﬁc qualities that all carry a similar message; using visual
design elements in reaction to environmental conditions so an everlasting
relationship with the building and the environment is evoked.
Besides the visible elements, there are also the elements extracted from the
visual perception, such as installations, type of glass or circulation systems.
These elements aﬀect the measurable degree of environmental friendliness
of the speciﬁc building. This means an icon of sustainable architecture can be
interpreted as being unsustainable. In other words: a sustainable building does
not always look sustainable.
Design
The challenge for the individual design will be to ﬁnd a renewed interpretation
how to express sustainability in the building, goal is to ﬁnd a heterogeneous
solution that lowers the impact of the building on its environment. On top
of that, how can sustainability express itself in architecture so it becomes an
additional quality?
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1.3 BRANDING AS INTEGRAL THEME OF THE DESIGN
As part of the research of the main themes of the studio we dove into world of
brand and architecture. The conducted research was focused on understanding the relation between an architectural oﬃce and the brand. How did the
architectural ﬁrms manage to transcend the atmosphere of the brand in the
design of the building?
Brands
Corporations serve as the lifeblood of economy. The shift in consumption
paradigms from ‘needs’ to ‘desires’ have inﬂuenced world’s economy and corporate brands in particular. Moreover do not only represent the products, but
also provide a comprehensive experience as the representative of the lifestyle
attached to them. Architecture as a medium can stimulate experiences aﬃliated with a brand and seeks to communicate it. Most of the studies addressing
branding fall into the ﬁeld of marketing and while there is a lot of literature
about city branding, only some publications are focused on the branding
through architecture.
Research
So the focus of the paper aimed to address how architecture can be a channel
through which a brand is communicated. By making use of three case-studies, G-Star Raw Headquarters in Amsterdam, Utrecht city hall in Utrecht and
Mercedes-Benz Museum in Stuttgart, we drew on a set of questionnaires,
interviews and literature in order to ﬁnd the ‘branding strategies’ - as architectural channel of branding - employed in each of these case-studies. By exploring branding strategies in each of three case-studies, the paper concluded that
to translate the lifestyle associated with a brand in architecture, a scenario
composed of desired experiences with the product/service - which connect
psychologically with the user - has to result in branding strategies. Integration
of branding strategies endeavours to give the users the ultimate experience of
the brand.
A brand is a medium which attempts to communicate all the expectations,
values, lifestyle and emotions associated with a product or service, therefore it
becomes “a container for customer’s complete experience with the product or
company” (Cohen, 2011).
To begin with, the G-star Raw headquarters is a channel of communicating its
brand through its position in context, organization of functions, workplace
translated into a hangar, and materialization. Utrecht city hall communicates
its brand through its predominant building form within its context, location,
materialization, public activities and the extension of its internal space towards
outside. The Mercedes-Benz museum gives the visitor a spatial experience by
means of circulation, building form, its location, materialization and lighting.
Branding strategies, discussed in each case-study, have been approached
rather diﬀerently from each other as shown by the buildings, in this sense that
G-star reveals an aura, the atmosphere of the brand, since it manifests the
characteristics of the products it stands for; while Mercedes-Benz museum acts
as story-telling of the lifestyle associated with the cars. In regards to Utrecht
city hall, creating a new image for the municipality of Utrecht is dominating the
branding strategies.
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Klingman’s debate on emotionally stimulating spatial experience with a brand
through architecture has been explored in three case-studies. OMA in G-star
Raw headquarters tries to present the psych aesthetic implication of lifestyle
with its products; however, literal translation of product qualities into architecture has degraded architecture to a decorated shed cladded with surfaces that
refer to jeans. The giant scale of the building (resembling a hangar) lengthened along a plinth without any interruption, arises a sense of grandeur and
together with the grey colour scheme dramatizes the scene. Ultimately, the
impression left by this building on users is G-star Raw not as a trendy fashion
brand, but as a brand standing for chic and elegant clothing lifestyle of today.
UN-Studio in Mercedes-Benz museum seeks to recreate the lifestyle engaged
with cars. Externally the building resembles the abstraction of a car body, while
internally, the circulation through the building immerses the user in a simultaneous experience of dynamism, lighting and materials making it a stage for the
cars to shine upon. This can be assumed as a designed choreography of user
behaviour within a devised scenario. While G-star Raw and Mercedes-Benz are
globally known brands, Utrecht city hall serves more in city scale and comparably, the brand experience is manifested rather diﬀerently there. Utrecht city
hall can be called a contemporary version of city halls which brings forward
its accessibility, transparency and interweaves public and private and blurs
their boundaries to accentuate its openness. Considering the fact that city hall
provides services which may not be as tangible as products, creating the emotional connection between these services and users takes much more eﬀort,
since rather than touching, it has to be also believable in political terms. Every
subtle contradiction (for example few seats in the spacious entrance atrium/
hall) jeopardizes Utrecht City Hall’s position as an open venue which receives
citizens warmly and inﬂuences user’s experience extensively.
The G-star Raw headquarters and Mercedes-Benz museum are tailored for the
brands, while Utrecht city hall has adapted itself to the building. This fact also
brings about totally diﬀerent experiences of brands within their buildings.
This research has not gone into branding strategies related to sustainability, it
is worth mentioning that addressing sustainability in a brand building contributes to promotion of the brand as a brand which concerns about social
and environmental aspects in the lifestyle it oﬀers. The restraining essence of
sustainability in contrast with the expanding nature of the brand augments the
image of the brand.
Design
As explored in three case-studies, architecture can act as a channel for branding by seeking to manifest the lifestyle attached to a brand in spatial terms.
This spatial translation depends largely on the brand, location and function of
the building. Considering these three aspects, a scenario of experiences in line
with lifestyle associated with the brand can be composed and subsequently
architecture can be designed by integrating branding strategies that match
those desired experiences.
In case of H&M this means that the building has to transcend the current lifestyle in spatial terms. The program will depend on the choice of location which
leads to a scenario of experiences associated with H&M for the design.
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1.4 CHALLENGES OF SUSTAINABILITY IN ISTANBUL
Istanbul is a metropolis suﬀering from many challenges relating to sustainability, the question is how a single building can have a contribution in meeting
these challenges.
Research
Studio members researched this topic and were aiming to get an understanding of the range of sustainability challenges related to Istanbul. The result is an
overview in challenges with background information as a start for individual
design projects, as it is for the renewed H&M.
Challenges for Istanbul
The main challenge for Istanbul is dealing with the rapid population increase,
as most of the found challenges can be related to the historic and current
growth. Because of this growth the urban structure expanded enormously,
whereas this development was mainly uncontrolled. Fragmentation of the
urban structure and urban sprawl are the consequence of these developments.
Main challenges caused by these urban changes are social inequity and the loss
of identity.
Wealthy inhabitants seem to proﬁt from this situation, in contrast to the living
situation of the lower classes of society. This is not only related to the growth
of the city, but also to the contemporary gentriﬁcation process. The old districts with their ‘ﬁnely-meshed street patterns, intricate social and micro-economic structures, their vibrant street activities and their small-scale character,
are being replaced by anonymous housing projects that could be built anywhere in the world’ (Dossick, 2012, p.53).
Environmental challenges were hardly mentioned, they do exist but they are
not considered as important. From the social challenges, environmental challenges can be derived.
In general the question remains if a city, that is struggling in providing the basic
needs for their citizens and with such a big growth number can be eﬀectively
and sustainably planned. They are facing growth numbers in decades similar to
which most western cities were faced during many centuries.
Design
The design for the H&M building can mean something for Istanbul on multiple
scales. A lot of current developments create loss of identity and history of the
existing urban fabric in the city centre. Free market systems simply demand
higher prices for better locations in the city, making them inaccessible for the
fast majority of the inhabitants. The H&M building can be more accessible to
diﬀerent social groups and physically disclosed to the urban fabric around the
site, by functioning more as a public space. This will mean that the program has
to include activities/events that brings diﬀerent people together.
Istanbul has to deal with its environmental challenges. However within Istanbul
they are not addressing these challenges. The city needs more green energy,
has to decrease the amount of CO2, needs to control the water and waste and
so on. The H&M building has the opportunity to generate its own green energy, and can decrease CO2 and toxic gasses to improve the local situation. And
in that sense can act as an exemplary building for future developments. Here
economy and an increased liveability can potentially go hand in hand.
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Fig. 2.1 Centre of Istanbul
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BRAND & PRESENCE
2.1 CHOICE FOR H&M
The industry
The clothing industry is in stranglehold by the western
economic power. The TV-program Tegenlicht with their
episodes named “De slag om de klerewereld’’ gave in
depth information about the current state of aﬀairs
and dove in the transition it went through.
Western countries seem to consume cloths in a rapid
rate, nowadays the collection get renewed multiple
times a year. Thereby, in relation to 15 years ago the
clothing production has been doubled, but the cloths
have been sold for a decreased price. This fast-fashion
trend resulted in worsened working conditions in all
stages of clothing production, imaginable because of
the increased pressure on lowering the production
costs.
What is the meaning of clothes? Well, I think we wear
them because of practical and aesthetic reasons. We
express ourselves with our clothes by oﬀering the
opportunity to identify and represent ourselves, not
to forget wearing them to feel more beautiful. This is
very understandable, but this behaviour seems to consist of signiﬁcant contradictions. We want to be happy,
without even concerning the negative consequences
this can have for other people and their environment.
Despite the current indiﬀerence there is a movement
going on. Governments and some clothing companies
intend on improving this industry in their own beneﬁt
and in the beneﬁt of the consumer. Duong and van
de Keuken, presenters of the TV-program Tegenlicht,
have showed that improving the industry does not
concern signiﬁcant changes in the business model,
they discovered that ‘sustainable’ clothes will result in
an increased production price of just a few euro. This
will result in improved working conditions and will
save the environment.
Changing the business model can only be realised by
generating an incredible shift within the industry, it
will ask for a changing mind-set of all participants of
the industry. From factory and processing stakeholders until employees of fashion companies and consumers. Interestingly, consumers seems to have the
biggest inﬂuence in improving the fashion world.
Cultural background
Choosing for the fashion industry relates directly to
the hinterland of Istanbul. Turkey has a long history
concerning the fashion industry; cotton is cultivated,
cotton is processed, clothing is designed, clothing is
20 Brand & presence

produced, and non or the less Turkey is the country
where a lot of clothing are sold. So, except for the
designing, nowadays all the production stages of H&M
take place in Turkey. Choosing Istanbul as the city
where H&M is representing itself as the improver for
the fashion industry, is in this sense, directly related to
the culture of the inhabitants.
H&M
My chosen client -H&M- is one of the major inﬂuential clothing companies worldwide. H&M is willing to
change the fashion industry according to their sustainability reports. On the other hand their reports show
that they have a long way to go.
H&M states that its daring to take a long term view,
although this means that they have to sacriﬁce short
term proﬁt for long-term success. They see themselves
collaborating with other brands and stakeholders,
such as trade unions , NGO’s and innovators, to succeed in becoming a more sustainable fashion company. During all the production steps H&M discovered
potential improvements. In the design process much
more can be discovered in the relation between
material and looks vs. impact on environment and
people. The usage of materials should be as eﬃcient
as possible and the usage of recycled fabrics needs to
be increased. Mills should be improved as well and the
production of the garment itself should take place in
better workspace with better working conditions. At
this moment H&M has almost 4000 stores worldwide,
all these stores should consist of inspiring and healthy
working environment for their employees. Finally
H&M provokes to let consumer take better care of
their cloths and at the end of the life-cycle to let them
bring the clothes back for recycling.
The strategies of H&M have result in providing fashion
for conscious customers. H&M needs to inform and
inspire customers and employees to make sustainable
choices even easier, attractive, and more transparent, as they strive to continue to raise awareness.
The brand space that will be designed for H&M will
demonstrate and manifest their ambition to become
a more sustainable brand. The building has to make
customers aware of sustainability in the fashion industry. The building will be used to make physical contact
between consumers and H&M’s sustainable products
that eventually have to become their mainstream
collection.

Fig. 2.2 Cover H&M sustainability report 2015

Our mission:
“We want to help our suctomers express
their personal style. We know that our
customers increasingly care for the
story around garment and what matters
is no longer only looking great. We
want to make concious choices easy and
desirable - throughout the entire life
of a garment.”

“We want to use our size and scale to
lead the change towards fully circular
and truly sustainable fashion” Anna Gedda, Head of Sustainability

“We know that there is still a long
way to go, not only for us, but for
the entire fashion industry.”
“We significantly increased our use of
renewable electricity in our own operations to now represent 78% (2014:
27%) of our total electricity use
globally.”
Fig. 2.3 Qoutes & diagram from H&M sustainability report 2015
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2.2 PRESENCE OF COMMERCIAL AREAS IN ISTANBUL
The commercial area seems to take in an important
role in Istanbul. It is one of the liveliest parts of the
city, where some area’s even function as 24 hour
hotspots. Commercial activities are traceable in the
original neighbourhoods until the more expensive locations occupied by international companies create a
generic shopping landscape. This project will focus on
bringing these two world closer to each other.
The Istiklal Caddesi is one of these extreme examples. The street is known because of its impressive
buildings, most of them with a historic meaning. The
functions of these buildings vary from churches to
embassies, but nowadays most of them are housing
international ﬁrms based on commercial activities.
From a historical perspective the street is one of the
artefacts of its long history, whereas the street is nowadays dominated by generic international ﬁrms. The
street functions as a two kilometre commercial axle
in contrast to the rest of the center of Istanbul where
commercial activities are spread around and interwoven in the cities network of ﬂows, often recognizable
as small scale stores. The Istiklal Caddesi is in that
sense not representative to the scale of commercial
activities in Istanbul (ﬁg. 2.4). Exceptions are there, as
for example the Grand Bazaar, which contains many
small stores clustered in a decades old network.
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From a more personal perspective I could describe the
scale of the Istiklal Caddesi as an commercial machine.
When the street is crowed on its most busiest times
of the day, the pressure keeps the crowd in motion,
meanwhile the eyes get seduced by the many lights,
signs and articles exhibited towards the street. It is
passing by or entering, where entering has to result in
buying. It is eﬃcient, it is a spectacle, and its challenging. But as a public place in the dense centre of this
metropolis it doesn’t bring any quality as a valuable
meeting place between all these people.
This scene is contradicting to the traditional areas in
the centre of Istanbul focussed on interaction between people of diﬀerent social groups, and above
this contradicting the social lifestyles presented by
H&M as the setting for their collections.
Relocating
The design will propose a new setting in which H&M
conveys itself to the consumer as a qualitative and
diverse space in the cities network opening itself up to
surrounding areas and social groups. The conventional
store, as it is exploited now in the Istiklal Caddesi, will
be transformed into a place for gathering of people
and events, which will be inseparably connected with
the brand H&M. (ﬁg. 2.5)

Fig. 2.4 Istiklal Caddesi

Fig. 2.5 Relocation of H&M
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Fig. 3.1 Site within the center
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SITE ANALYSIS

3.1 ESCAPE FORM THE HIGH DENSITY CITY
Approximately halfway the Istiklal Caddesi, a side
street in the western direction opens itself up to
an open spot of at least 7200 m2. The location acts
as viewing platform with a view all over Istanbul’s
original neighbourhoods, the Bosporus and the Asian
side (ﬁg. 3.2). The location is fringed by oﬃces, musea
and hotels, and this current open space/parking lot is
partially in use by the Istanbul studio of TRT Stüdyolari,
the Turkish state national television broadcasting
company. The studio has been constructed in 1928
and showed signs of modernism architecture, were it
not that the building was cladded with a new façade
disguising the building as a conventional oﬃce building. Slightly lower the ring road passes by as one of
the main connections between the old city centre and
the Taksim square. For the road users the location can
function as a billboard towards the city.
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Fig. 3.2 Site as a viewing platform
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CITYPLAN: ASSEMBLY
The analysis of the area, addressed as a city-plan, leads
to conclusions that formulate a number of challenges
which could lead to improvement of the urban situation.
An urban strategy was formulated to combine challenges that have similar character and comply to key
drivers of personal projects. These challenges focus
on the social incoherence and the impeded pedestrian
ﬂow through the area.
The area consists of three diﬀerent social areas where
the lowest area is deﬁned as merely residential. The
middle area is deﬁned as combined residential and
commercial area containing oﬃces and a couple of
shops. The high area is marked as high proﬁle shopping area including the Istiklal Caddesi, the primary
shopping street of Istanbul. The three diﬀerent areas
are separated by the ring-road. The pedestrian connections are a consequence of the Recep Tayyip Erdogan
Stadium, that is a common feature aﬀecting all the
diﬀerent areas (ﬁg. 3.5).
The goal of the city-plan is to make an intervention
that reacts to the segregated character of the area.
This intervention should make a strong connection between the three diﬀerent areas and thereby assemble
the splintered area of Tepebasi (ﬁg. 3.3).
The generated ﬂow of people will bring the people
in contact with H&M’s new philosophy, activities
and collections. The passage from the Istiklal Caddesi
is already there but needs to be emphasized in the
design process to seduce people to make a side step
visiting the H&M (image). The tower upon this passage is served already as a landmark, but the passage
itself is too narrow. By widening the passage and by
making use of a materialization continuing in the H&M
building, the urban fabric can become more connected
with the new addition (ﬁg. 3.4).
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Fig. 3.3 Current Situation

Fig. 3.4 New situation

Fig. 3.5 Three diﬀerent areas
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Meaningful function as an open space
The plot of the building will be treated as an extend of
the public space being in symbioses with the commercial service of H&M. The initial research told us that
there is a lack of green space in the city in general and
this is visible in the direct context (analyse map). This
plot will fulﬁl the shortage with nature that directly
contributes to human well-being and the production
of cleaned cool air. Cool air in the response of the
warm climate of the inner city of Istanbul. This implementation refers directly to H&M’s branding objectives to become a more sustainable brand.
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2

1

Expansion of
Historic Pensula
[Beyoglu]

3

4

Historic Pensula
Fig. 3.6 Lack of green space

1. Stadium and open square
2. Taksim square
3. Open space with connection to the water
4. Open space with connection to the water
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Fig. 4.1 Development of the site
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DESIGN PROCESS
From previous research conducted in this report originates the research question for the design:

How can a new approach in shopping being designed in a special brand building for H&M while incorporating the desire for nature as a central design element?
How can the local shopping experience being translated in the design of a multinational fashion brand?

4.1 THE PROGRAM
New approach for shopping
The building for H&M will acts as a physical message of
a change that has to occur in the clothing industry, it
is intended to confront visitors with the objectives to
contribute to an improved and more innovative fashion world. In the context of branding this will function
as a place representing their renewed philosophy. The
buildings will attract potential customers of H&M by
immersing them into an impressive brand environment oﬀering an attractive public space. The public
space will also function as a stage for displaying H&M’s
sustainable cloths, this building will show the newest
innovation related to fashion. (ﬁg. 4.3/4.4)
Layout of the store
The H&M has an extensive collection covering almost
all the needs related to fashion. Their corporate identity is to exhibit all their clothes together on multiple
ﬂoors positioned against a white background. This
design proposal will be more adapted to atmospheres.
It expresses the right setting related to the clothes
exhibited. As a consequence the store will be divided
in smaller boutiques, each with their own atmosphere
(collages ﬁg. 4.9-4.16). By presenting H&M’s collection
in a small subdivision it deals with the request to relate
the store more to the local shopping experience in
Istanbul. (ﬁg. 4.2)
The emphasis in the building should be on the Conscious collection, the benchmark for H&M’s most
recent philosophy related to sustainability.
Incorporating nature
Istanbul is undergoing an extensive growth. Spatially this development has a signiﬁcant consequence.
Buildings start to dominate the landscape of the inner
city and outskirts of the city keep on extending. Open
spaces in the city start to become more and more rare,
especially places where there is access to nature. This
has consequences for -what should be- our natural
living environment. The quality of the air, as part of
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our living environment, is being challenged. Istanbul
has problems with both the humidity and the amount
of gasses, which directly eﬀects the health of the users
of the city centre. By incorporating man-made nature
the local environment will improve. H&M on the other
hand has phrased many sustainability challenges that
have to be tackled, while this is not yet expressed in
their stores to involve the costumers in this development.

Functions & m2
Man-made nature:
2500 m2

- extension of public space,
- oase in the city,
- viewpoint over Istanbul

Event space:
5000 m2

- one big catwalk,
- shows- & presentation,
- performances,
- café & bar

H&M stores:
2500 m2

1. Conscious collection
2. Party Collection
3. Sport Collection
4. Basic Collection
5. Casual Collection
6. Modern Classics
7. Kids Collection
8. Beauty & Lingerie

Collection of clothes :

- Collection point

Fig. 4.2 Local shopping experience

Fig. 4.3 Experiencing the collection

Fig. 4.4 H&M events
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Fig. 4.5 Building as a eventspace

Fig. 4.6 Building as a viewpoint
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Fig. 4.7 From generic to local store experience

Fig. 4.8 Experience of nature
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Fig. 4.9 Concious Collection
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Fig. 4.10 Party Collection
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Fig. 4.11 Sport Collection
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Fig. 4.12 Basic Collection
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Fig. 4.13 Casual Collection
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Fig. 4.14 Modern Classics
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Fig. 4.15 Kids Collection
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Fig. 4.16 Beauty & Lingerie
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4.2 IMPLEMENTATION OF NATURE
Inspiration
In diﬀerent ﬁelds the fascination for nature is expressed, mostly related to signiﬁcant growth of our
building environment. This chapter commences on
integration of nature seen from literature by Ulrich
Beck, photographer Thomas Struth and artists Pierre
Huyghe.
Literature of Ulrich Beck
Ulrich Beck describes in his theory the ‘World Risk
Society as Cosmopolitan Society (1996)’ the dangers
produced by civilization which cannot be socially
delimited in either space or time. The basic conditions
and principles of the ﬁrst, industrial modernity are
according to him evaded and destroyed. (Beck, 1996)
In the literature ‘Nature’, ‘ecology’ and ‘environment’
are not grasped as problems of the environment or
surrounding world, but as the inner world of society.
The framework created by Bech starts beyond the
dualism of society and nature. ‘’Its central themes and
perspectives have to do with fabricated uncertainty
within our civilization: risk, danger, insecurity, individualization and globalization.’’ (Beck, 1996 p1)
Responsibility for the condition of nature is taken by
ministers and managers: ‘’Evidence that the ‘side-effects’ of products or industrial processes are endangering the basic conditions of life can cause markets
to collapse, destroying political conﬁdence as well as
economic capital and belief in the superior rationality
of experts’’ (Beck, 1996 p2). But in which all the decisions are approached is still quite vague. At the end
everyone gives a diﬀerent answer to the question of
how ecology should be preserved, it lacks uniformity.
(Beck, 1996)
‘’If someone uses the word ‘nature’, the question
immediately arises: what cultural model of ‘nature’ is
being taken for granted?’’ (Beck, 1996 p3)
Bech elaborates on this by stating that nature itself is
not nature: it is perceived as a concept, as a norm, as a
recollection, as a utopia, as an alternative plan. More
than ever nature is being rediscovered, pampered,
because of its absence in our living environment.
If nature at itself cannot be the analytic reference for
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the ecological crisis and for the critique of the industrial system, Bech refers to answers which can bring
decision makers on the right track. The science of
nature has the ability to technically formulate the toxicity of air, water and food and to formulate climatological models to decide if damage and destruction is
tolerable. A pitfall is that it can bring technocracy into
extremes, which distances us too much from the real
‘nature’. (Beck, 1996)
Bech ends his research related to ‘nature’ and ‘ecology’ by referring to more fundamental questions:
How do we want to live? He states that what people
are and are not prepared to continue to accept, does
not follow from ecological and technical diagnosis of
dangers. It rather has to become the object of a global
dialogue between cultures. (Beck, 1996)
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New pictures from Paradise by Thomas Struth
An interesting link to the literature of Beck is the
work of photographer Thomas Struth who has taken
pictures of forests in diﬀerent parts of the world. He
titled this photo series as ‘New Pictures form Paradise’
bringing them as images picturing the nature before
the Fall of Man. He speciﬁcally focusses on wild nature, while referring to the question how throughout
history diﬀerent cultures represented this ‘paradise’.
His work is pictorial and emotional, rather than theoretical. ‘’One can spend a lot of time in front of these
pictures and remain helpless in terms of knowing how
to deal with them. There is no socio-cultural context to
be read or discovered.’’
Standing in front of the cathedral in Milan, one experiences oneself as a human being, it relates to speciﬁc
social and historical conditions. The jungle pictures, on
the other hand, emphasize the self. The pictures could
be understood as membranes for meditation. They
present a kind of empty space: to generate a moment
of stillness and internal dialogue (Publicdelivery, 2013)
Thomas Struth is one of the leading artists in contemporary photography. Born in Geldern near Cologne in
1954, from 1973 to 1980 he studied at the Düsseldorf
Academy as student of Gerhard Richter and then
Bernd Becher. By the end of the Seventies, he started
to explore the possibilities of photography as psychological research (Publicdelivery, 2013).
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Fig. 4.17 Paradise 13 (Yakushima, Japan)
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A Forest of Lines by Pierre Huyghe
One step further in this approach to understand the
relation towards nature is the work of the artist Pierre
Huyghe. In his ‘A Forest of Lines’ he tried to blur the
boundaries by eliminating the separation between de
audience and the art. In this scenario the art is a constructed forest in the concert hall of the Sydney Opera
House. The thousand real trees turn one of the most
urban places in the world into a wilderness.
In the installation paths meander through the trees,
mist brings a sense of mystic and the music and lyrics
literally indicate how to get outside the Opera House
and go somewhere else.
It is a space in which an environment has been transplanted, and became a place that is somewhere
between nature and urban. The Sydney Opera House
is internationally known for its architecture and aesthetics, whereby it acts as an embodiment of culture.
Thus the construction of a forest in a place like this
is related to this research as the strongest form of
nature and culture assembled in one location (Publicdelivery, 2015)
This space was open for 24 hours during the 16th
Biennale of Sydney (2008), and within that short time,
audience members were given the opportunity to
explore a world that can be described as only a dream
(Publicdelivery, 2015)
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Fig. 4.18 Concert Hall at Sydney Opera House
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Case studies
Looking into examples where nature is implemented
in architecture provided me a small range of examples.
In their scale they are all diﬀerent but the way how
its positioned seem to correspond with each other.
Emphasis will be on uncovering the reason of implementing the nature in their speciﬁc way.

Serpentine Gallery Pavilion (2011) by Peter Zumthor
The smallest example with a more modest implementation is the Serpentine Gallery Pavilion designed by
Peter Zumthor.
The concept for this building is the hortus conclusus,
intended as a contemplative room to evoke the
spiritual dimension of our physical environment (Sepertine Gallery, 2011).
The hortus conclusus is in his perspective a garden
enclosed all around and open to the sky. The garden is
surrounded by simple walls, columns, arcades or the
façades of buildings, sheltered places of great intimacy
(ﬁg. 4.22).
Enclosed gardens have always fascinated Zumthor. A
forerunner of this fascination is his love of the fenced
vegetable gardens on farms in the Alps, where farmers’ wives often planted ﬂowers as well. He loves the
image of these small rectangles cut out of vast alpine
meadows, in this image it stroked him that something
small has found sanctuary within something big (Sepertine Gallery, 2011).
The pavilion with its wooden structure and its black
cover encloses a garden from the bigger garden in
which it is situated. From the lawn the visitor enters
a rectangular corridor which contains many openings
through which passing by is possible (ﬁg. 4.19/4.20).
The building is as a transition between London -with
its noise, traﬃc and smells- into an interior space within to sit, to walk and to observe the ﬂowers (ﬁg. 4.21).
With this design Zumthor aims to help its audience
to take time to relax and hoped to inspire visitors to
become observers (Sepertine Gallery, 2011).

‘’My work aims to bring nature back into human surroundings and this Pavilion provides the perfect opportunity for people to reflect and relax in a contemplative
garden away from the busy metropolis.”
- Piet Oudolf, the garden designer (Sepertine Gallery, 2011)
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Fig. 4.19 Corridor

Fig. 4.22 Hortus conclusus

Fig. 4.20 Entering

Fig. 4.21 Interior garden
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Bibliotheque nationale de France (1995) by Dominique
Perrault
The second and most impressive example is the
recessed 12.000m2 courtyard designed in the middle of the National Library of France. The size of the
courtyard actually refers to the size of the gardens of
the Palais-Royal, a Palais also situated in Paris. For the
library a little parcel of pine trees, rectangular in form,
is cut out of the forest of lle-de-France and is transported to and encased in the heart of the building (ﬁg.
4.26-4.28). Just as the garden of Zumthor the courtyard is intended as a place for contemplation, here
the courtyard provides access to the reading rooms
laid out on two levels. The garden level is reserved to
researchers, the upper levels that just looks over the
garden is open for the general public. (Perrault Architecture, 1995)
Although Dominique Perrault intended the building as
a symbolic place, it in reality attempts as a whole to
answer several distinct and separate questions. It had
to contain an inner organisation capable of carrying
out its task as a national Library, and it had to relate to
its surroundings and the city as a whole. In the project
to overlapping parts are traceable; a lower and an
upper part. An immense rectangular block is imagined,
of which only the solid corners are erected. The four
towers are reaching beyond the place itself in order
to directly connect with the city’s historic places (ﬁg.
4.23-4.25). The lower part is organized around the
courtyard, which is its core (Jacques, 1995)
The building is dominant and shows its ambition. The
four corners are not standing for themselves but seem
focused to its core, the wood as a precious secret.
With some imagination the towers can almost be seen
as guardians over the piece of nature, as the symbol
of an aspiration deeply felt by contemporary man (ﬁg.
4.29) (Jacques, 1995).
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Fig. 4.23 Context

Fig. 4.24 Elevated

Fig. 4.25 Nature
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Fig. 4.26 Construction

Fig. 4.27 Implementation
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Fig. 4.28 Realisation

Reﬂecting to M3

Fig. 4.29 Centralised nature
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Austria Pavilion on Milan Expo (2015) by team.
breathe.austria
The third and ﬁnal example is the Austria Pavilion
created for the Milan Expo of 2015. The theme of the
expo was “Feeding the Planet, Energy for Life”, the
Australian contribution -created by a design team
composed of experts from the Technical University of
Graz and the Vienna University of Natural Resources
and Applied Life Sciences- focussed on an essential nutrient and one of our most precious and fundamental
components in our biosphere: air.
Nature
The central element in the pavilion is a dense Austrian forest combined with technical elements in order
to create a breathing micro-climate (ﬁg. 4.35). The
oxygen- and carbon-producing core of the pavilion becomes an air generating station, while being the only
pavilion on the expo not depending on conventional
air conditioning: The climate became naturally cooler,
with about 5° C compared to outside of the forest.
This is achieved by densely planted ﬂoor with 12 Austrian forest ecotypes -ranging from mosses to 12-metre
trees- combined with technology. First, the trees were
cooling on the account of their created shadows, but
also due to evaporation taking place on their leaves
(the total leaf surface added up to 43,200 m²). Second, there was innovative technology employed to
boost the refrigerating eﬀect by using ventilators and
nebulizers activated by sensors. The devices created
a pleasurably refreshing eﬀect, thanks to the micro-drops emitted.
During its use, it is calculated that the pavilion produced 62.5kg/h of oxygen, enough for 1,800 visitors.
And at the same the nature absorbed 92 kg of carbon
dioxide a day. With is 560 m², the pavilion achieved the
equivalent of a much larger 30,000m² natural forest.
The pavilion served as a photosynthesis collector contributing to the local oxygen production (Expo Milano,
2015)
Experience
Visitors of the expo left the crowded roadway to
ascend into the lush vegetation in the pavilion. The air
is noticeably cooler due to the shaded environment
and while getting deeper into the pavilion the more
intensely this cooling eﬀect was felt.
The sensors amongst de vegetation precisely control
the high-pressure nozzles and fans which allow the
production of ground-level mist or cool air curtains.
The fans are deliberately exposed to you. In addition
throughout this forest scopes were positioned to let
you magnify and observe the plants. The forest func66 Design process

tions as a cool, fresh atmosphere that invites to linger
(ﬁg. 4.30-4.32). You could sit on timber benches which
encircled the pavilion to relax in the cool atmosphere
and to immerse into the multisensory natural experience, which at the same time is a deep reasoning
on the relationship between urban life and nature.
Its meaning is similar towards the other examples of
Zumthor and Perrault which are also contemplative in
its aim (Expo Milano, 2015).
Construction, technique & energy use
The pavilion is constructed as a wooden building resting on a long, slender concrete plinth. The walls are
made of multi-layered wood which helps to keep the
temperatures more temperate (ﬁg. 4.33).
To let this micro-climate work, an accurate climatic
study has been carried out, this required a very precise
conditions for the temperature, the ventilation, the
shading, the illumination and the humidity. The design
team created the situation in which it’s possible to
predict outcomes of various climate-conditions.
The project is sustainable and energy-eﬃcient. The
technology, artiﬁcial lightning and the cafeteria
require electricity which is generated by a roof-integrated photovoltaic system of 41 KW and ﬂexible PV
sculpture of 1.6 KW (Transsolar, 2015)
Repeating of the concept
The pavilion functioned during the Expo (ﬁg. 4.34)
as a prototype to address possible future interaction
between our natural environment and urban strategies, by demonstrating the potential of hybrid systems
to integrate nature and technology. The design team
states that this concept will initiate a paradigm shift in
the future (Klaus, 2015)
Integration in the H&M building
The three examples contain some similarities whereas
in scale and experience they are intended in a diﬀerent
way. The nature found its place in the centre of attention and the buildings. The scale diﬀers from 60 until
12,000 m², despite functioning all as a contemplative
space. The third example, the Austria pavilion, is in the
context of H&M the most interesting one, not only the
nature is here to observe, the intention is to give the
visitor an experience, the feeling of being immersed
in a totally diﬀerent and precious space. The combination between nature and technology makes the nature
even more beneﬁting for the local environment.
In the design for the H&M building this concept of nature will be implemented to naturally cool the building
and to create a more healthy micro-climate, in contrast
to the decreased air quality and heat of this area of
Istanbul.

Fig. 4.30 Nozzles & fans

Fig. 4.31 Towards visitor

Fig. 4.32 Observe nature
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Fig. 4.33 Section with nature

Fig. 4.34 Placement on the Expo
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Fig. 4.35 System

Fig. 4.36 Plan
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4.3 CHOICE BETWEEN THREE CONCEPTS
In the begin of the design process three diﬀerent
models are made to research on how to approach
the site. The positioning of the store, the nature and
the attempt to let it remain as an open spot made it
diﬃcult to ﬁnd the right shape of the building. All of
the models consist of interesting qualities, whereas
the ﬁrst model seemed to ﬁt the best on the spot. In
case of entering from the city side the site remained its
openness, whereas from the road the building opened
itself up to exhibit the H&M towards the ones who
passes by.
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Fig. 4.37 1st concept

Fig. 4.38 2th concept

Fig. 4.39 3th concept
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Fig. 5.1 Placement ﬁnal design
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Fig. 5.2 Try-out integration of routing store

Fig. 5.3 Developing movement through the building

5.1 FURTHER DEVELOPEMENT OF THE CONCEPT
After the choice was made to continue with the ﬁrst
concept, further development of routing, spatial layout and inter-connections has been carried out.
Assumptions were to position the nature in the center
of the building, whereas the store would surround this
space.
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Fig. 5.4 Nature surrounded by the store

Fig. 5.5 Facade opening partially up to the road

Fig. 5.6 Roof surface
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Fig. 5.7 Symplifying of the the shape

Fig. 5.8 Symplifying of the the shape

Simplification of the shape
After composing all the spaces based on their inter-relation and their viewing lines, the design started to get
chaotic in its appearance. Although the qualities as the
inner nature, the subdivision of store elements and
the appearance from outside was strong, the design
could visually not satisfy. The solution was oﬀered by
reshaping the building in a ﬂoating ring which opened
itself where this was needed.
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Fig. 5.9 Developed shape that contains the requested characteristics

Fig. 5.10 Shape implemented with store departments
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Fig. 5.8 View from the road

Fig. 5.9 View from the road
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Fig. 5.10 Passage continues

Fig. 5.11 Open spot

Fig. 5.12 Morpology
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5.2 EXPRESSION OF THE BUILDING IN SHAPE MATERIAL & USE
Development of the ﬁrst concept result in the ﬁnal design as presented in this chapter. The concept will be
presented by making use of plans, facades, sections,
organisational isometric views and the renders.
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Location
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1. Nature
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1. Entrance
2. Stage
3. Bridge
4. Modern Classics
5. Kids Collection
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10. Basic Collection
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16m
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West facade

East facade
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South facade

North facade
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Cross section

Longitudional section
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Floor 1

Floor 2
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Roof

Nature
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Store Departments

Store departments
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Eventspaces

Nature
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Routing
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Fig. 5.13 Fashion show

Fig. 5.14 Bar

Fig. 5.15 Events
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Entering from the passage
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Entering the core
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Eventspace
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View from the store
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View from the shopping ﬂoor
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Roof as an eventspace
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View from the square
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5.3 ENGINEERING OF THE BUILDING
This chapter will visualise the engineering of the building by presenting sections, combined with the natural
concept as refered to the Austria Pavilion on the Milan
Expo.
The building is positioned upon a concrete parking
garage. The building is constructed bij making use
of spaciously designed steel structure. The store
departments consist of free-standing walls, wooden
roll doors towards the nature and glass facades next
to the routing for entering the stores throughout the
shoppingﬂoor. On the roof en the routing towards the
building energy generating ﬂoors are constructed. The
ﬂoorelements generate energy by movement or by
functioning as solarpanels.
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Fig. 5.16 Generating energy with moving

Fig. 5.16 Tiles as solar panels
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CONCLUSION

The project was about how our speciﬁc interpretation
of sustainability for the brand, program and site found
their way into a brand building. Therefore a research
question was stated at the start of the design process:
How can a new approach in shopping being designed
in a special brand building for H&M while incorporating the desire for nature as a central design element?
The focus within this question originated from the
desire of H&M to become a forerunner concerning
sustainability in the fashion industry and in the operation of their stores.
Conclusion out of research concerning branding pointed out that the experience of a brand is the foremost
objective in representing a brand nowadays. In case
of H&M this means that the building has to transcend
the current lifestyle which focusses more and more on
the request for a more sustainable fashion industry.
The building is in that sense a demonstration of their
ambition. In the design this resulted in creating spaces,
in the right setting, where physical contact is possible
between consumers and their sustainable products
that eventually has to growth in the amount of sales.
The representation of the H&M their ‘lifestyle’ is connected to social events and the connection to artists
and celebrities. The design proposal oﬀers a new
setting in which H&M has the space and the matching
characteristics of the context, to bring the experience
of their ‘lifestyle’ physically to the consumer.
The building and its location consist of a signiﬁcant
ﬂow of people which can be brought in contact with
H&M their collection and events. Related to sustainability and the role of the building as creating awareness for the fragility of our living environment, there
has been conducted research about the implementation of nature in the design. The three case studies
repeatedly showed that the nature found its place
in the centre of the building. Although the scale of

nature diﬀered from 60 until 12,000 m², all the case
studies intended on creating contemplative space. The
implementation of the concept used for the Austria
pavilion in Milano, seem to ﬁt the most with the concept of the H&M building. Not only the nature is here
to observe, but the intention is also to give the visitor
an experience of being immersed in a totally diﬀerent
a precious space. The combination of technology and
nature resulted in the decrease of temperature and
the increased production of oxygen and clean air. This
concept of ‘nature’ is beneﬁting the local environment
which is suﬀering from decreased air quality and the
abundance of heat.
The ﬁnal design consists of combination of function
in which sustainability has the central position. In this
setting the building has a lower impact on its environment, emphasised by designing the building as an
integral part of the public space. In its architectural
expression the forest in the building connects with
all the spaces created in the design, so sustainability
intertwines with the building. Generating of energy is
realised by implementing a ﬂoor system which contributes to the experience of the building and emphasis
the routing which to follow through the H&M experience.
Called into question is the fact of proposing a design
which is constructed in a conventional way, and which
is not fully compensating its own energy request because of the ﬁrst stages in which the energy collection
system is developed nowadays.
Nonetheless, the design present a cohesion of functions and program which relates more the intertwinement of networks and usages of public spaces in Istanbul, on top of that it presents a solution to express and
to let the store of H&M physically become connected
to sustainability.
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